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A GAME OF THRONES LCG:
A HARSH MISTRESS
CHAPTER PACK
From the wintry North to the Free Cities of
Essos, duty demands harsh sacrifices of
those men and women who serve the
Great Houses of Westeros. Unique loca-
tions, characters, and powerful attach-
ments fill this Chapter Pack, along with
plots that further develop a focus on the
unique personalities of A Game of
Thrones: The Card Game. Scheduled to
ship in July 2012.
FFG GOT87 ............................$14.95

CALL OF CTHULHU LCG:
TOUCHED BY THE ABYSS ASYLUM PACK
The stakes are greater than ever in Touched by the
Abyss, the climactic conclusion of the Revelations Cycle
for Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game! Madmen, cultists,
and daring investigators continue to struggle for control
of dread tomes like the infamous Necronomicon. While
the faculty of Miskatonic University fight the spread of
secretive cults, six different factions hatch bold conspir-
acies, all aimed at gaining terrifying power over life
and death! Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG CT58 ....................................................$14.95

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: THE HOBBIT - OVER HILL AND UNDER HILL
Embark upon a grand adventure! The Hobbit: Over Hill and Under Hill is a Saga
Expansion for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game that gives players the chance to jour-
ney with Bilbo Baggins and participate directly in the thrilling narrative laid out by J.R.R.
Tolkien in his beloved novel. The expansion’s three new scenarios are drawn lovingly from
the first half of the novel and can be played one at a time, or linked to form a thrilling
campaign! Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG MEC16 ................................................................................................$29.95

SOUTHERN FIRE DRAGON
STRIDER PACK
DP9 9100 ......................................$46.50

SOUTHERN HEAVY GEAR
INFANTRY PLATOON
DP9 9213 ................................$26.00

SOUTHERN HETAIROI
HOVERTANK PACK
DP9 9163 ................................$37.00

SOUTHERN SILVERSCALE
TWO-PACK
DP9 9177 ................................$20.75

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

BATTLELORE: BATTLES OF
WESTEROS - HOUSE
BARATHEON ARMY EXPANSION
For the first time, the seasoned forces of
the crowned stag take to the field of bat-
tle to defend their claim to the Iron
Throne! In the House Baratheon Army
Expansion for Battles of Westeros, you
can unleash the Baratheons’ fury with
eight mighty commanders and over 100
detailed troop miniatures. The initial
Epic Battle awaits you on the stunning
Blackwater map, and innovative rules
for Alliance battles allow up to eight
players to clash in the deadliest of con-
flicts. Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG BW08..............................$69.95

STAR WARS X-WING MINIATURES GAME
In the Star Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game, players take on the role of
squad leaders, commanding a group of merciless Imperial or daring Rebel
pilots in furious ship-to-ship space combat. Featuring stunningly detailed
and painted miniatures, X-Wing recreates exciting Star Wars space battles
from small engagements of only a couple of crafts, to large conflicts where
multiple squadrons clash. Select and equip your ships, pick your crew, plan
your attack, and complete your mission! Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG SWX01 ..............................................................................$39.95

STAR WARS X-WING:
TIE ADVANCED
EXPANSION PACK
The legendary and merciless Darth Vader
blasts into furious combat, along with three
additional Imperial pilots in the TIE
Advanced Expansion Pack for the Star
Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game. A noted
improvement on the widely used TIE fight-
er, this fighter features shielding and
improved weapon systems. Upgrade the
fierce TIE Advanced with powerful cluster
or concussion missiles, and demolish even
the toughest enemies. This pack includes
one detailed painted miniature, its neces-
sary cards and tokens, and one dial.

Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG SWX05 ..............................................................................$14.95
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WARHAMMER INVASION:
PORTENT OF DOOM BATTLE PACK
Bloody war rages across the Old World, and each army
seeks the power of ancient artifacts to conquer its foes.
Portent of Doom continues to develop the focus on mate-
rial rewards for quests that pervades The Bloodquest
Cycle for Warhammer: Invasion The Card Game. Its 60
cards (3 copies each of 20 different cards) provide play-
ers their first Portent, as well as units, support cards, and
tactics that hasten questing. Protect your units, filch your
rivals’ resources, and unleash a fearsome new Chaos
legend! Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG WHC33 ..................................................$14.95

A TOUCH OF EVIL:
THE COAST EXPANSION
This expansion for A Touch of Evil is jam-
packed with new material, including four
new Heroes, four fearsome new Villains to
hunt like The Ghost Ship, Siren, or the
dreaded Dreamweaver, a game board of
the fog-shrouded coastline to add to the
main Shadowbrook board, three new Town
Elders, and a host of new mysteries to be
solved. The Coast also features tons of new
game cards including decks for three new
Locations to explore (The Smuggler’s Cove,
Lighthouse, and the haunted Shipwreck), as

well as a new town - the long-cursed village of Tidewater. Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFP 0205 ....................................................................................................$39.95

LAST NIGHT ON EARTH:
TIMBER PEAK EXPANSION
This expansion to Last Night On Earth
introduces the brand-new town of Timber
Peak with a full set of game boards, six
new Heroes, four Generator objective
pieces, a set of 14 Zombies, a host of new
Scenarios, an Experience System for both
Heroes and the Zombie horde, and over
130 new game cards. Scheduled to ship
in July 2012.
FFP 0108 ................................$49.95

STAR WARS X-WING:
X-WING DICE EXPANSION PACK
Make the jump to lightspeed with the X-
Wing Dice Expansion Pack for the Star
Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game. With an
additional set of six custom eight-sided
dice, your games move faster, letting you
focus on outwitting your opponents. This
expansion includes three red attack dice
and three green defense dice, allowing
each player to have a complete set of dice.
Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG SWX10 ................................................................................$7.95

STAR WARS X-WING:
TIE FIGHTER EXPANSION PACK
The TIE Fighter Expansion Pack for the Star
Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game includes one
stunning miniature, plus its necessary cards,
tokens, and dial. Also included are six pilots,
like the crafty Imperial pilot “Backstabber,”
one of Darth Vader’s wingmen in the Battle of
Yavin. Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG SWX03 ................................$14.95

STAR WARS X-WING:
X-WING EXPANSION PACK
The X-Wing Expansion Pack for the Star
Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game contains
one striking X-wing miniature, plus its nec-
essary cards, tokens, and dial. Also includ-
ed are four skilled pilots, including one of
the Rebellion’s most distinguished and
capable pilots, Wedge Antilles. Scheduled to
ship in July 2012.
FFG SWX02 ................................$14.95

STAR WARS X-WING:
Y-WING EXPANSION PACK
The Y-Wing Expansion Pack for the Star
Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game includes
one pre-painted, highly detailed Y-wing
miniature, plus its necessary dial and
tokens, as well as Ship cards for crack-shot
Horton Salm and three additional skilled
pilots capable of supporting any Rebel
squadron. Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG SWX04 ................................$14.95

UGG-TECT
Club your tribemates to architectural domination! Ugg-Tect is a hilarious game of pre-
historic architecture in which two teams, made of up to four players each, race to com-
plete Stone Age structures. Leading each team is the charismatic ugg-tect, who must
guide his workers to victory using nothing but a simple vocabulary of primitive grunts,
a series of exaggerated gestures, and his trusty club... and only the ugg-tect can see
the plans! Scheduled to ship in July 2012.
FFG HB03..................................................................................................$39.95
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